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Page 16, New Mexico Daily LOBO, March 9, 1979

1.

2. LOS.T & FOUND

PERSONALS

LOST: WHITE PLASTIC bag wilh clot~lng, car

CONCbPTIONS SW • A COf.,LECT10N or UNM
5 tudems'

10~

crcntlve works. S!.00. Murron Hall Room

tUn

ACCURATE lt'IFORMATION ABOUT con-

'1:

ttaception,

st~rili:zn.tlcm,

aborlio11. Right to Choo:;e,

294-()t7J.
04/27
PREONANCY TESTINO AND co"nscling. Phone
247-9819.
04/27
PASSPORT und IDENTI111CATION PHOTOS. 3

fQr .$J.75tl Lowesl prlccfi In towol Fn.~c. pleasing,
ucnr .UNM. Call 26!i·2444 Pr come to 1717 Olr~rc.!
Dl,d, NE.
04/27

kt:y!i, watch. Taken from .Women's

to 124 Marron H.nl!: N~ g_u~~tlons a~ked.

students~

Rm.zn.

KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM Selectric) and
now 3 mim~tc Passport P!:totps·. No apppln1ment.
268-8ll5. We ~o keys.
tfn
QA TYPINO SERVICE. A complete IYping and

Contril;nHors

We cannot return
lrln
CASH PAID FOR used women's clotliing--currenl

editorial system, Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic, Charts & t~bles. 345·2125.
04/27
TYPIST - TllRM. PAPERS, Thesis, ResUmell. 299·
8970.
04/12
GU11'AR J,..ESSONS; AL:L swles. -Ma,c's -Guitar
Studio, 2~l-3315,
tf/n
24 ~!OUR TYPING servjce, 2ll-9426, 84Z-1383,
Jean.
04/11
HAVIl PAPERS, THESIS to type In a hurry? Call
experienced typist, 265.0023. Cheapest rate, 03/09
TYPING PROVIDED, $1.00 per page, Call 8818680 after 4:30.
03/20
0ARDENIN01 CUSTOM ROTOTILLINO by

,tyl.,, 2)23 San Mateo NE. (Behind RAO SHOP,)

Tues. thru Snr. !Oam_-lpm.

268-28~3.

03/09

RAiNBOWS, (EMPEROR'S CHOICE), Celestial

Se11$onlng T~a. JmpQrjed & dom~:;tic cigarettes 8(
cisnn. Pipes & parapheronlia, This week special:
Die lighters, $.69. Also FREB · sample of a new
in~cnsc just In from .california, Come join us at
Pipe & Tobac~;o Rd. 107 Cort~ell.
03/09
MADELIBNI!, PLEASE CALL Me. I got yo"'
ticket for WAVES IV at (he Popejoy Bo;Jt Office,

L.ove, Maurice.

...

03/09

COMPULSIVI! EATER'S OROUP, Thursdays,
6;30-B:OOpm. 255-77:!4 after 7:00pm.
03/09
RICHMOND BiCYCLE SI!Pn Y oFfers many

experienced oper~lor $)5,00/hr.-$12.00 m_inimum.
Group rates available. Tim'& Tilling, 268:.6510.
03/20
PRIVATI! CLASSES AND TUTORING in English

same day repairs and special discount prices, Prebreak tune-up special: $9,50, Regularly $5,00
n:nc~tor ~ets, $2,!i0. Michelin_ tirc.s---not $6.00--just
$3.50, most .~iac~. 102 Richmond NE. 266-161 !.

as a foreign language by qualified Ph.D, 296-1268.
.
03/09
EXPERT TYPIST .• IBM Selectric. Will do theses,
dis!iertatlons, papers, le~ters, etc. 344..4953 or 345~
7668, K~:ep trying,
03121
FAMOUS
QUIVIRA
llOOKSHOP
and
photogruphy gallery I~ located 1/z ·block from
Johnson Gym at It 1 Cornell. Hours 11-6 Mon-Fri.
Special order service.
03/19

03/09

·FREE PUPPIES TO good home. Female, Shepherd
cross. Very smart. Call87J-J904 a(ter 5pm.
,r/n
UNM N,C,H,O, IS now accepting applications for
the tiUinmer clinical inlern.ship program from un·
dergnidunle h~alth oriented students. Ret~rn to
School of MedlcirJc, Rm. 184, 277·2728.
03121
WANTED-1WO DILLY Joel concert ticket$. Must
be on the floor and on an aiSle. Will pay up to $10

each. Call leslie at 299-4773 after Spm,

storag~:,

$200. Gas

pa)d, .262-1751 Valley Rentals $35 fee.
OY09
BEAUTIFUL ADOPI! I Blll.lROOM apt. Close1o
UNM. $)(;0,00 plus Utilities, 265-30t2.
03/20
MALE OR Ft;MALE roommate need~d ·~o share
two bedroom, two bath home, S.E, Heights, 10
mins. from UNM. 883-6870.
·
03/21

needs some work.• Call 243~n87 or 266-647~,
$500,00 or VW of comparable value,
tf/n
1977 CHEVROLET JMPAL.'A wagon, .26,000 miles,
.excellent condition, small VB, cruise col)trol, ~ir
shocks, etc. $4,600, Call after 6pm. 821-8199. 03/09
FREE PUPPY--PLACK on white Shepherd and St.
Bernard cr~ss, female 3mos. old. Also 1 year old
Terrier mix. White. Female, Free, Call 298-0711!
afler 6:00pm.
cf/n .
E.CONOMICAL 1970 VW FASTBACK, Oood
condition, very clean, e"tras. Cali268-9Sl2. 03/12
HEXCEL HllXCELERATOR SKIS with Look
Nevada (N-17) bindings, 180cm. Call277-2477.
03/12
~LI!CTRONIC IONITIONS SAY!! gasolipe.
Models for most cars with points. Free information
or lltt:rature 268-5490. electronic Ignition Sales.
. .
03/Z9
SKI TUN!l-UPS,

ALPINE X-C,

Also

16,00.

Nordica Competition Grand·Pnx 9 narrow $65_.00.
Bob, 268-0370,
03/ZO
1978 . VESPA RALLY 200 Scooter. I ,600 mll•s.
Mu~t selll S1,39!i. Negotiable. Jeff Butcher, 2471581, 255-3274,
03/21
TYPEWRITER TABLE WITH shelf, 119.00.
DineUe set $15.00. Plants, bOoks, clothes,. mlscel.

299·0628 after noon,

03/09

KING/QUEEN FRAME, boO'!: springs, rug, guitar,
engagement and wedding ring set.· Call 242-2954

evenings.

03/09

only. 884-9145,

· 03/09

6__•_ _
EMPLOYME.N
...
T. .
;__ _ _ _ _
......- ~

PART TIME JOB graduate s1udents only,
Afternoons and evenings. Mu-st be able tO work
Friday and Saturday nishts. Must be 21 year.s old.
spacious 2 bedroom house !-1 block from Hyder ·Apply in person. no p~one calls please. Saveway
Park. Furnished .. ·e)tcept for your room. Liquor Stot"Cs at 5704 Lomas NE, 5.SI6 Menaul NE.'
SUS/month, \.1 utilities,$135 deposit. CaU Helen
03/09
NE, 243·2494.
04/Z7
NEAT fEMALE ROOMMATE needed. to share

2l6-7829.
03/IZ
FINELY FURNISHED Nil two bedroom, accepting
kids, $150 most utilities paid. 262-1751 Valley
Rentals Sll fee.
03/09

Tucs-Sat, 9-1:30, • Montgome!Y Ploza Mall, 8836155.
tf/n

AGE UNDER 257 Don't bu.y o.uto insurance until
you check our new rate5. Heights office 266-8211,

ADOBE, NORTH VALLEY. 3 ·bedrooms, visas,
kiva fireplaces. Good clt1se-in locati~n. Only 6 year~
old. $87,500.00. Call Marty at Gallery of Homes
03/09
Realtors, 298-7438. Evenings, 29Z-1066.
ALL UTILITIES PAID. Super clean one bedroom
off Lomas. S9l. 262-1751 Valley Rentals $35 fee,

03/09

THINK ABOUT THE Peace Corps. 277-l907.
03/19

JOBS M/F! SAILBOATS! Cruise ships! No experience. His~ pay. See Carribean, Hawaii, Europe,

WOrld! S\lmmer Career¥ Send 53.95 for info. to

SEAWORLDDZ,Bo•60IZ9,Sacto,CA95860.
03/26
I!XOTIC JOBS! LAKE Tahoe Call Little e•p.
Fantastic tips (pay) $1700-$4000, summer 35,000
people needed in Casinoes, ~eStaurants,

10 INTELLIGENT,

SUASIVE· people needed for phone project doing

IMAOINATIVE,

-

Looking for
·a job
ora
career?
BENTLY NEVADA CORPORATION IS
A WORLD LEADER IN ROTATING
MACHINERY PROTECTION INSTRU·
MENTATION. LOCATED 10 MILES
EAST OF LAKE TAHOE, WE ENJOY
CLEAN AIR, LOW TAXES- AND '
EXCEPTIONALLY' VARIED' RECREATION.
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO
GROW WITH. AN
UNUSUAJ-L V
STABLE VET EXPANDING COMPANY,
COME SHARE YOUR FUtURE WITH
OURS. BENTLY NEVADA'S REPRESENTATIVE WI.LL BE AT THE
CAMPUS PLACE¥ENt CE~tER ON

MARCH 19, 1979.
BENTLY
NEVADA
P.O. Box 157

Minden, Nevlda USA 89423
1702) 782·3611

' ''
( j'
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~ark

TUTORINO FOR,ORADES .1-l by certifled.second
teacher._(ill1129l-121~.
• · 03np

.ASANADVANCEDSTUDEN-T
IN COLLEGE YOU MAY BE
JOB HUNTING.PRETTV
SOON. TRY THIS CHECKLIST:
First, you w~nt a job that pays you at least $1,000 a mo!'lth to
cover your life style budget, and a guaranteed four year executive training program and work that has healthy periodic
p~y raises. ·
Second, insist on 30 days paid vacation annually.
Third, demand that the company provide a wide array of
recreational facilities. '
·
.
Fourth, Insure that the cQmpany will provide free medical
, and dental benefits.
Fifth,- also require that they supply at least $5,000 per year
towards your retirement annuity, and that they contribute
toward your life Insurance.
Sixth, tell them you want them to. sponsor you In adv.anced
degree programs for your personal a.nd professional develop·
ment.
·
Seventh, that you want to work for a company thai "can't af,
ford to be second best."
'NOW FOR JHE'ACID TEST..... If these seven. demands tia~e
not resulte4t In you being thrown out, tell them that you want
a $1,000 scholarship for the l~st two years of coll~ge.

NOW THAT YOU HAVE BEEN ASKED TO GET
LOST, CONTACT THE .AFROJC FACULTY
AND STAFF AT 277•4502 OR VISIT US AT 1901
LAS LOMAS ON CAMP S,

·;~ ~~~=========================~~

LARGE UNFURNISHED 2 bedroom apt., 2 baths,

..

GOOP PERSONALIT¥7? NI!ER $$$1 Sap Diego
firm· needs sales representative (part-time· o.k.).

NEW WATilRDEP. $109.95 buys you I)

walniJt·stafned noor fr~me, 2). safety liner, 3) finest
lap 11eam mattress, any size with three year
g1,1arante~. Water Trips, 3407 Central NE.
• 04/27

03/27
PllR-

hing .•~

(

MQuntainsldc YMCA's, App)y -in person bHore
April 13,
03/22

8.. MISCELLANEOUS

Cruisers,
River DZ
Rartsl
Send Sacto,
$3.95 CA
for 9l860
info. •••
LAKilWORLD
Box 601Z9,

caroet, custom kltc:bcn, fireplace, we:t bar, many

~

03/19
SI;!MMER. COUNSELORS, HEIOHTS, Central,

$2300. Call294-7061.
·
tfln
i%8 MERCURY COUOAR--good condition .. ~ut

laundry. Adult comple!", no pets, 1520 IJniverslty

experience presenting the happiest happy hour and
dancinge.11 music downstairs~ also serving the finest
Jn steaks, prime rib & seafood upstairs, Sunday the
Watermelon Jus Band, 7-10:301 whh 01' Scratch

P~a,e Coips. 277;5907,

IIMMERM~ Ul~}~ 1(;

New Mexico

DAILY

·Well, back to the old
grind.

66 WHITE t.~USTANO, brand· new 200 CID
engine, automatic transmission, new 'tires, A/C,

THB CITAD)lL..SUPERB location near UNM &

Delu•e kitchen with dishwasher & disposal,
recreation room, swimmiiJB pool, TV room &

03/12

WORK OVERSEAS IN the

Monday, March 19,1979

good condition, $350.00. Also Canon QL
Rangefinder 45mm, excellent condition·~ 5100.00

downtown. Oood bus service every 30 minutes. 1
bedroom or efficiency, SIBS-$230. All utilities ·paid.

advertising promotion. Pays SJ-$4 hourly, plus Follow up lt:ad!l in your area, ResponsibUity a
bonus. 9am-3pm days or 4pm·?prn evenirags, Apply'!· must! Very good S$$. Call Bl_ll_ p~tson·tQ·person
in person ()nly, ?am-Spm: 120- Valisar SE S!Jhe l~A. collec~, 7J4~270-7500,
03/19

5. FOR SALE

4. HOUSING

llAPPY DIRTHDAY CUCU .. ,From the Oang,
03/09
SHARE YOI!R LIFEI Volunteer Big Brothers are
needed. Call 266-8653,
03/ZZ
OR!lG, YOU'RE NUMERO Uno! I love. you,
03/09
Corrie.
THE ESTABLISHMENT, drink, dine & dance

Morell ll from l-4:30pm, ECKANKAR Seminar,
Coronado Cenlet'.s ·community Room. 255·7383
eves. No charge.
03/09

bedroom, modern furniflhings,

PIRANHAS. 2l5-l680.
03/19
7Z YAMAHA 2l0 DIRT-STREET--All new parts,

03/09

rnid-town 243-5l28, Onllesos Agency.
03/30
MAN AND THI! Cycles of Life, the Featured talk

trio

3. SERVICES

fiction) submissions. We request that work be typed
rmd delivered to HuiJlnnhlc:s

room

Johnson Qym 3·$·79, Pl¢ase, No questions a.o;ked,
277-2624, 836-32ll.
03/20
FOUND: MITTENS IN Mitch oil Hal!, Identify and
03/23
claim Marron Hall .Rm. 105.
LOST: MALE DOO light gold, white belly, tag
~924l. Coli Lindo 277-38l6 or 243-lOO). Reward,
03/09
FIND YOUI\SELF IN t~e Pea~e Corps. 277-5907.
03/19
YASH!CA 13!iOX STOLEN, iF found please return

CONTACTS??1 POLISiliNO 8< SOLUTIONS.
CaseyOpticul Company. 265·8846.
04/27
WRITERS: AN ENOLISH Dept.-sponsored tabloid
1~ now acccpUng poetry lind prQsC (flction and non·

must ·be lJNM
manust;;rlpts.

lock~r

extras, NE. Eveniilgsj 8?1·(;2)),
0~/{)9
RIOOECREST l llEI.lROOM, modern furnishings,
fenced yard, Sl~, utilities paid~ 262-1711 Valley
Rentals S3l fee.
03/09
CAMPUS FOUR )ILOCKS, Carpeted three

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
·
1 Tranquil
5 Register
9 Young cod
14 Olive genus
15 Bacchanal's
· cry
16 Fragrance
17 Aim
18 Othello's foe
19 Florida city
20 Trail
22 Ontario city
23 Belgian city
24 Rhythm
25 Hollers
28 Negotiate
32 Polished
33 Darnel, e.g,
~4 Eon
35 Girl's name
36 Hockey
.greatToe·37 Stuff
38 Legendary
bird
39 Sword
40 Unworldly
-41 Debar
43 Layer
44 Unusual
45 Girl's name

46 Stress
UNITED Feature Syndicate
49 S111ires
Thursday Puzzle Solved:
53 Die: Slang
54 Receptacles
55 Japanese

box
56 Rigid
57 Erst
58 lon .
59 Sugary
60 Quitch, e,g.
61 Snout
DOWN
1 Gear teeth
2 "That's - of
rubbish!"
3 King or Norman
4 Canine
5 Rules
6 Egg shapes
7 Theater box
8 Man's name
9 Polynesians
10 Publishes
11 Highway
12 Army abbr.
13 Obtain
21 Barbarian
22 Rent
24 Auto part

25 Slope
26. Glory
27 Weight unit

so nisi
42 Fold
43 Experienced
28 Craft
45 Detective
29 Eagl,e's nest
Philo30 Desire
46 N.J. book
31 Gentler
47 Gang
33 Valley
48 Strobile
36 Blabber
49 Tar source
37 A North
50 Preposition
American
51 God of love
39 Cover
52 Any
40 Ancient ar·
54 N<)d

Corrections to be finished

By .BARBARA RATlCA!II
Fire code corrections in tl1e
dormitories will soon be completed
with money appropriated two years
ago from the state legislature.
About .$580,000 was received
from the legislature two years ago
to correct fire hazards on the UNM
campus. Dotmitories were given
priority because of the number of
people (about 1400) living there.

The Department of Housing, the
fire depar):ment, state fire marshall
and the .administration struggled to
initiate a fire protection program
th&t would conform to fire
regulation codes and that .would
also discourage vandalism.
Authorities have had a prqblem
keeping the fire protection
· equipment on the walls and free
from pranks, said David Eppich,

Manager of Housing Services. He
Emergency lighting was install(¥!
said a "fortune" is spent each year in Hokona- and Coronado dorms
replacing fire extinguishers. and in married student housing two
Students ate constantly pUlling fire years ago. This cost $54,000 and
alarms on false pretenses and included graphics on the walls made
stealing the exit signs from above with fire-retardant paint. The other
the doorways, be said.
dorms will have these lights inSeveral solutions have been stalled as part of a new contract
found, and i\bout 90 percent of the with Phillips Electric.
work is already completed in the
The emergency lighting system
dorms and apartments.
consists of lights positioned in the
ceiling so that they guide the way to
exits. The graphics will be
illuminated by these lights and will
also direct the path to exits.
An emergency battery back-up
system has also been installed in all
dorms and apartments for the
emergency lighting system in case
of power failure.
Smoke detectors were installed in
sponsor Felix Nunez said, "It was a
simple bill. It would have benefited everY: room of all the residence halls
everyone. It was a simple change and in every apartment. These cost
from .ex-officio to voting mem- $13,695. Installation cost $40,456.
bership for students."
Smoke doors are being installed
Nunez added, "I wish more in th~: corridors of four dorms.
young people were involve~! up here
Smoke doors are used in dorms
in the legislature. We could use having long corridors to prevent a
them."
fire from spreading the full length

Bill to allow students
to vote On BEF killed
By DEBBIE LEn:
SANTA FE-New Mexico
university students will not have
voting representation on the state
Board ofEducational Finance-not
yet, anyway,
The New Mexico State Senate
last week voted 25-12 to indefinitely
table a me;~sure which would allow
the governor to appoint two
members from among the student
body presidents as voting members
of the BEF, Two students currently
sit on the board, but their status is
ex-officio, meaning they can make
motions but cannot vote.
The tabling motion, which, in
effect, killed the bill, was made by
Sen. Aubrey Dunn, chairman of the
powerful Senate Finance Committee; PUnn told the Senate that
since it · had killed an identical
measure introduced by Sen. John
Irick of Albuquerque earlier in the
session, there was no need to hear
the same bill again.
· The tabled bill was HB300;
spo-nsored by Bernalillo Counw
Democrat Felix Nunez.
In an interview following the
Senate session, Dunn said, "We
killed it (the. BEF proposal) as, a
Senate bill. If every time we killed a
bill, we brought it through the other
house, we'd be here f!)rever. If we
kill it once, we shouldn't try to
bring it back."
Dunn voiced reservations about
allowing students as· voting
members of the BEF,- citing a
conflict of interests and student
irresponsibility.
"Students are beneficiaries of the
BEF. I don't feel they should help
to make rules governing approptiations
and
recommendations," he said.
He said he feared a conflict of
interests if students were permitted .
to vote on the board, s'aying faculty

and administrator.s could unfairly
use their positions to influence
student voting power.
Dunn also said students have
shown irresponsibility in choosing
representatives at the campus level,
such as when UNM chose a male
homecoming queen several years
ago.
"That doesn't speak well for the
students, and the voting public
doesn't appreciate the irresponsibility,'' Dunn said.
· After hearing of the bill's fate,

State Senator Aubrey Dunn

of the hallway. Chances of the fire
spreading faster arc increased in
long open corridors, Eppich said,
The doors remain open until smoke
is detected. The doors then shut
automatically. The doors are
passable if necessary. The smoke
doors will hold fire from spreading
for about one hour, but the fire
event).lally will break through,
Eppich said.
Laguna and DeVargas dorms do
not have long hallways and
therefore, did not need the smoke
doors.
The cost of installing smoke
doors was $61,800,
·
The contract will include in·
stallation of the remammg
emergency lights, fire alarrns, and a
new emergency communication
system in all dorms, at a cost of
$182,004.
The emergency communication
system will replace the traditional
level fire alarms. It will consist of a
speaker box placed in the ceiling of
the dorm corridor. • Each box will
contln~Aed

on page 6

Bell to teach c/as$es

Cente·r's director resigns
Dr. Stoughton Bell, who has
been director of the UNM Computing Center for J 1 years, has
r!lSi,l!ll~d as . 'director . to, t_a)<e a
te&clifitg .,Osition instead. ·
''I finally realized that I enjoy
teaching and researching more than
administrating," Bell said.
He said he will teach
mathematics and statistics in the
College of Arts and Sciences at
UNM.
A new director has not . been
appointed but .a search committee
·will be formed soon to find one.
The committee will probably search

nationally for someone to fill the
position, Bell said.
Bell, whose resign.ati<)n is effeclive in-.Augnst,:wil111ontinue to
hold" an appointment iir thl:!
computing science depll!'tment of
the College of Engineering. He has
an appointment to both colleges.
lie said .he also wants to teach

compUter science. To do so, Bell
saiil be must arrange a trade with
another faculty member in that
' d~part!Jient ... ,
. ..
. ..
· B~n hilS 'been teacHing at UNM
since 1956, He started teaching part
time while he worked for Sandia
Corporation. lie left Sandia in 1966
for a full-time
po',siti,on.

Senate· fails to- vote
on 3_abo-rtion bills _

Three abortion measures were contention in 1he Legislature for
never subjected to a vote in the New weeks.
Mexico Senate Saturday, because
·sen. Kenneth Schlientz, R-Quayopponents of the measures Curry, led the fight to get a Senate
bewildered the body with vote on HB368 which lid!its state
parliamentary procedure.
funding of abortions.
Roll-call votes, points of order
But senators siding with the
and reading of amendments ef· right-to-choose faction began an
fectively postponed the ·vote· on the effort to require full discussion of·
bills, which have been a bone of the issue and make sure all
proposed amendments got fair
hearings.
·
about 45 minutes,
· For
Albuquerque Democrat Sen. Tom
Rutherford and his right-t~choose
Senate
allies
orated
and
-procrastinated until ll:4$ a.m.
Cash awards and gift certificates good
merchants have when Senate Finance Chairman
been announced as .prizes for the upcoming LOBO hoto contest.
Aubrey Dunn began moving House
The deadline of the contest, titled 'The Universi y: a people, a place, a Bill 2. 'That hill, appropriating
mood', iss p.m. Monday, March 26. Any university .student may enter up some $150 million for state
.
.
to three photographs interpreting the theme, .
government and education, would
The contest is closed to faculty, staff and LOBO photo editors.
force the Legislature into special
Scheduled to judge the contest .entries ;~re: Norm Bergsma, Albuquerque session if not passed in the regular
Tribune photographer, Richard Pipes, Albuquerque Journal photographer session.
and Tony Hillerman, assistant to Pre~ident Davis.
.. .
. ·
HB2 passed on a voice vote and
Winners of three places and honorable mention will receive cash awards Schlfentz. renewed. efforts to get a
and gift certificates from the LOBO. The winning portfolios will be vote on the abortion bill when
Rutherford argued for a reading of
published in the special LOBO Phottl Issue, March 28.
To date entrants have submitted photos of University sports, ar- the proposed,amendments.
Don 'Ellison, li seventh
·
."
Schlfentz succeeded in getti.ng a
chitecture, student faces and University bulletin bOards.
All photographs must be accompanied with the student'~ hame, social ruli'ng for a rolf call vote on the grlider at Hoover Middle
security number, any available technical information and appropriate abortion bill, but Majority. Leader - Sclioo/, sxplains his sclsnce
C.B. Trujillo then announced,
.
. . .
,
captions.
Only black and white photos will be accepted. Each print must fill at ·~Mr. President it now being 12 project on alpha particlss to
least one dimension of an 8 X 10. Glossy paper is perferred.
noon ... ''
interested visitots lift the
Technique, if unobtrustive, will be ignored in lieu of cohtent.
And the first session of the thirty- Northwest Regional Science
The extent to which t,he efitry intert~rets the theme of the contest will be fourth legislature. was officially
end Engineering Fair held
oyer.
the main factor in judging.
•

Cas/1, gift 9f!rtificates·

photo contest prizes
atloca)~amera

FIIHEII PHOTO

Student scientists hold fair
this weekend .at Johnson
Gym.
Elementary, junioY high
. .
.and high school students
from northwestern New
Mexico participated in the
- two-day fair.

r
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Birds die from
nitrate poisoning

World News

'

NE':\'BURGH, N.Y. (UP!)- Environmental officials used noise guns
and f1reGrackers Sunday to keep birds away from a cornfield where
thousands of red-winged blackbirds, song sparrows, and starlings died
from eating fertilizer.
Dr. Ward Stone, a pathologist for the Department of Environmental
Conserv;~tion, said the birds died of nitrate poisoning after eating the
fertilizer in a field belonging to Thomas Pahnerone.
NEW YORK (1JPI) Palestine LibcJ;alion
He said the number of deacj birds, strewn over the field. and in the yards
Organization leader Yasser Arafat said Pre~Jdclll
of a nearby elementary school and a motel, was ilkely to reach 10 000
although a final count was not complete.
'
' · carter betrayed the Palestiqians in a quest for I ill'
The fertilizer, with a nutrient c~mbination of nitrates, potash and American Jewish vote by promoting the Israellphosphates called" 10-10-10," was put down last week, Stone said, butthe Egyptian peace treaty.
Arafat, in an interview broadcast Sunday on the
cold weather and lack of rain prevented it from being absorbed by the soil.
CBS
program "60 Minutes," said the Middle East is
The birds ate the pellets, he said, apparently mistaking them for stones
heading
"to the direction of war."
\iliich theY. eat to aid their digestion.
'
He also said he would call for an embargo of Arab
oil against both the 1Jnitcd States and Egypt.
OVER 1000 ROOM SIZE
Arafat, interviewed at the .PLO headquarters in
TO ADD STYLE AND
Beirut
Friday, said the United States is pursuing a
COMFORT TO YOUR
of
neocolonialism in the Middle East.
policy
APARTMENTS
ROOM-APARTMENT
Asked by Mike Wallace why he felt the U.S. opDORM. ROOMS
posed the PLO, Arafat said, "Because you are inVANS-AUTOS
DISCOUNT WITH
sisting to play this role ,of colonialism of
STUDENT ID
MOUNTAIN.
neocolonialism,
'
- 1• - t
"But be sure that if you put a cat in the corner, it
will defend itself," he said. "But you are not putting a
"CARPET MAN"
OPEN
cat, you arc putting a tiger in the corner.
MON·SAT
1102 MOUN
.. TAIN RD.NW
"Your president used to speak a lot about human
9AM·6PM
247·9738
LOMAS
rights. Where is this human rights when he is betraying

Treaty a 1Jetrayal'
the Palestinians?"
Ar&fat termed what he called Ca~ter's betrayal of
the Palestinians, "The · fatal mistake against my
people."
·
As to why Cart~r would betray the Palestinians,
Arafat said "Mainlyit is Jewish votes."
On the question of a new Middle East war, Arafat
said "It is approaching. Jt is pushing, for thewholethe whole atmo.sphere to the direction of the war."
As to. whether elections leading to autonomy in
Israeli occupied Arab ·lands might preserve peace,
Arafat said;
"I am sorry to say- elections under the control of
the Israeli army - would you accept this if you were in
my position? What does this mean? This election is
illegal. From the point of international law, it is illegal
because it is under the control of the Israelis' army."
Arafat said Saudi Arabia would reject the treaty
"Because I am sure that they can't betray the
Palestinians, they can't betray Jerusalem, which
contains the holy parts, the Islamic holy parts and the
Christian holy parts of Jerusalem."
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1979 craduates comguterSCience/Eiectrical Engineers

There are
professional opportunities
on a large scale at
NCR-San Diego.
You'll find the facilities impressive: extensive buildings that cover a whole· hilltop
overlooking one of California's most attractive living and recreational areas.
Even more impressive is our aggressive
leadership in computer technology. From
the advanced work of professionals here,
two new NCR divisions have been generated.
NCR/SD Is engaged in the design and construction of large-scale computer systems
embodying powerful new concepts: virtual
systems.,. firmware emulation ... PASCALbased OS language ... VLSI technology ...
and other advanced developments. ·
The work we do has a strong impact on
NCR's market position, provides high visibility for professional achievement, and
elfers experience in the new computer technologies that we are using to anticipate
business EDP needs in the 80's.
Although our products and facilities are
large-scale, we work in small project teams
with easy interdisciplinary communication.
Movement between projects is also easy,
so you get wide exposure to a diversity of
programs of varied size and scope. New
grads can- find the best career path among
an ample number of available options.
In short, we give you the best of both worlds:
the stimulation of working with top professionals at one of NCR's principal COii)J?~ter
development and manufactuflng faCihlies,
an exciting career-accelerating environment;
and a chance to enjoy beautiful San Diego
.•. where the off-job living is vacation-like
all year long. We look forward to briefing you
on our immediate openings in the following
areas:

on-campus
Interviews
Thursday

Mar. 22

OPPORTUNITY AT BS AND
MS LEVELS
w

.• -

Important, continuing commercial activity in;

HARDWARE DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT
Perform design, checkout and documentation
for state-of-the-art computing equipment; coordination from specifications of a logical se·
quence of components and circuitry for a
desired computer output; design of circuitry
and logic for high-speed computers and systems. Additional opportunities to perform design of test equipment to check out computer
systems, ·Candidates should be Interested in
logic and circuit design. For EE graduates.
SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING
Origination, design, development and implementation of complex software systems; development of original . functional design and
processing techniques; design and implementation of state-of-the-art data base/file management software and a large-scale on-line
multiprogramming executive design, flowcharting, coding and implementation of on-line executive software modules. For EE, Computer
Science or Math ~raduates.
FIRMWARE DEVELOPMENT
Positions requiring EE or'CS degree to organize and Implement firmware programs to
emulate computing systems: creative use of
existing computer logic for automatic diagnosis
of hardware malfunctions; develop programs to
automate manufacturing procedures, simulate
electronic circuit response and simulate· logic
fuctlons.
Positions also for EE's In
QUALITY ENGINEERING FACTORY
LIAISON

To arrange en appointment contact the
Placement Director In the Occupatlonel
Placement Office now. lr you cennot ilchedute
an. appointment for the Interview da.te plea11
11nd a reaume to the Unlverelty Plecement
Director or to:
·
Mr. George o. Rice, NCR Corporation,
Engineering l Manufacturing, 18550 w.
Bernardo Drive, San Diego, CA 92127.

NCR
Complete Computer Systems
An equal opportunity employer

.

Saudi security
of U.S. interest'
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AS AN ADVANCED STUDENT
IN COLLEGE YOU MAY BE
JOB HUNTING PRETTY
SOON. TRY THIS CHECKLIST:
First, you want a job that pays you at least $1,000 a month to
cover your life style budget, and a guaranteed four year executive training program and work that has healthy periodic
pay raises.
Second, insist on 30 days paid vacation annually.
Third, demand that the company provide
Wide array of
recreational facilities.
•
Fourth, insure that the company will provide free medical
and dental benefits.
·
Fifth, also require that they supply at least $5,000 per year
towards your retirement annuity, and that they contribute ·
toward your life Insurance.
Sixth, tell them you want. them to sponsor you in advanced
degree programs tor your personal and professional develOp·
ment.
Seventh, that you want to work tor a company that "can't at•
ford to be second best."
·
NOW FOR T.HE ACID TE:ST..... If these seven demands have
not resulted in you being thrown out, tell them that you want
a $1,000 scholarship for the last two years of college.
.

a

NOW THAT YOU HAVE BEEN ASKED TO. GET
LOST, CONTACT THE .AFROTC FACULTY
AND STAFF AT 277·4502 OR VISIT US AT 1901
LAS LOMAS ON CAMPUS.

.
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WASHINGTON (UP!) - Sen. said U.S. troops would be used to
Frank Church, chairman of the prevent the .Soviets' trom taking
. Senate Foreign Relations Com- over the region.
Vance, interviewed on CBS'
mittee, said Sunday Saudi Arabia is
"Fa.ce
the Nation" program,
"vital" to U.S. interests and should
characterized
speculation about
be defended by American troops if
threats
against
the Saudis as
threatened by the Soviet 1Jnion.
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance, "premature," but said the
however, said -he believes any president would handle such a
discussion of whether the United situation "with full consultation
States would come to the aid of the with Congress."
"There is no question also that
Saudis in the event of a Soviet
we consider the territorial integrity
threat was "premature."
. -C!}urch 1 D-ldaho,. interviewed on and security of Saudi Arabia to be
ABC's "Issues and Answers" of fundariuintal ·.interest· to the
program, said, "l think the -United States," Vance said.
position the United States has taken
was best enunciated by (Defense
Secretary Harold) Br!>wn," who
Kinko's
Vew Mexico Daily Lobo

.

Graduate students, biology
faculty and friends got together
Sunday to construct a collection of
new bird cages on the roof of the
Biology building. The enclosures,
part of a continuing1JNM study of
starlings bY teaching assistant
Janice Moore, will house about 30
birds as subjects of a parasitic
study.
Asso<;iate biology professor Scott
Altenbach welded frame members
for a new cage; biology professor
David Ligon offered his talents
with a hammer and Mike Freehling
helped haul buckets of sand up to
the roof to be used c;m the bottoms
of the pens.
Moore, the director of the study,
asked that anyone with a live or
"freshly dead" starling to contact
h~rin the biology department.

One coupon p•t customet
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Legislative action
By DEBBIE LEVY

SANTA FE-National tax reform hero
Howard Jarvis told of his glorious coup in
California at what was supposed to be a joint·
session qf the New Mexico State Legislature last . ·
week, But the Senate $ent word it was too busy to
attend and several House· Democrats boycotted
the speech, saying the 75-year·old crusader had
no business ch<~stising the lawmakers for not
doing enough to reduce taxes in New Mexico.
Jarvis' message was the same canned speech he
has delivered all over the· country since
Proposition 13 was passed in California last year,
In his delivery to the House of Representatives,
Jarvis emphasized one of his most quoted
comments: According to the federal Consitution,
he said, "We are protected in life, liberty and
· property, Not life, liberty and food stamps ... not
life, liberty and welfare. But life, liberty and
property;"
Jarvis said the right to own property is the most

Parliamentary blitz

Foolhardy promise
By JAMES FISHER
The latest American effort In search of a treaty between Israel and
Egypt is disturbing and foolhardy.
one of the remaining issues tel be settled after President Carter's
recent slx·day trip to the Middle East apparantly Involves at1 American
guarantee tel supply Israel with oil should Egypt refuse to provide it.
This obviously desperate move by the president and his advisers
comes at the end of more than 10 years of active rneddllng In the Middle
East.
.
Estimates of the actual ellpense to taxpayers Incurred by this latest
foreign lntetfarence range as high as $60 million.
The presidents and top advisers of the three administrations have
wasted thousands of hours away from the country trying to bring about
an apparently unworkable peace between historical enemies. They
have promisad unhaard-of military and Industrial favors, economic and
political enticements and motel and ethical compromises.
And finally they have proposed this absurd arrangement to raturn
precious American energy to Israel sheluld that country resume Ita
centuries-old armed conflict wlth1ta nleghbor.
Perhaps the only excuse for a decade of renewed American lm·
perlallsm In the Middle Eaat-and a decade of bowing and scraping to
the shleks of OPEC- was our desperate demand for this same desert oil
we would return.
The national political. pressures of. millions of American Jews has
added lncllntlve to the efforts, but without the energy prize available td
any successful peacemaker, the government long ago would have
corractly passed the responsibility for treaty negotlatlelns to the In·
dlvldual countrlas and to the UN.
Thll past two decades have graphically !lhown what active American
Involvement overseas can cost. The Korean and VIetnam mistakes
wasted thousands of lives, billions of dollar!! and world respect for this
natleln.
Now we find elur govetnment again operating at the laval of any
means to Justify the ends.
If we allow that attitude tel prevail, history will cycle and the United
States will weaken.
·
We cannot afford that to happen, t1elt can we afford our leaders the
lrre.spot1!11ble scope to make such foolhardy promllll!l ot1 our behalf.
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important extension of rights and with it, we can't
have a free country.
"Without property rights, tllere are no human
rights," Jarvis declared. .
He reiterated the success of Proposition 13 and
urged New Mexico lawmakers to follow in his
footsteps.
"People in America know what they want,"
Jarvis said, "We could not disprove that 'Death
and taxes are inevitable' but we could prove that
being taxed to cteath is not inevita!Jie."
On the Senate floor a few minutes later, Senate
Finance Committee. Cllairman Aubrey Dunn said
he had b~ard "that guy across the way" (in tile
House chambers) had criticized the $40 food tax
rebate, passed by the legislature and signed by the
governor, as not being enough of a tax relief.
"I think we in New Mexico have done pretty
darn good. I appreciate what we've done," Dunn
said.

contlnuad
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start. Because of the extensive work
necessary, lle said the equipment
will not be fully installed until .this
summer.
Bob Schmidt of the architects
office said the $580,000 alloted for
fire code corrections also covers
costs of design consulting
inspection and survey
puauon of "='d=s·====

111 Corneil Dr. SE
255-4222

. e Proudly Serve
Student L\lrtch 81.99
at Special Rate
Hours:

Mon· Thurs
11:30 a.m •. 9:3Q p.m.

Frl·11:30 a.m.·10:00 p.m.
Sat • 5:30. 10:00 p.m.

UofA students
get protection
.

Letters

'
.
SANTA FE-Both houses of the New Mexico Albuquerque,
The bill gives assurance to .students that the
Legislature have passed a measure which would
protect students caught in the middle of an in· · liquidating institution has the responsibility to
make a "reasonable effort" to allow for transfer ,
stitution terminating its educational program.
of
students without Joss of credit time or money
The measure, a substitute for HB541 sponsored
and
mandates tfiat the institution make plans for
by .o!\lbu'querque Democrat Judith Pratt, was
prompted by'the possi)Jle sale of the University of students' records and transcripts.

DOONESBURV

PNM r:eferendum
calls for comment

Gov. Bruce king has signed a bill which would
require an updated feasibility study of parking on
the UNM campus.
The bill, sponsored by Felix Nunez, D·
Bernalillo, breezed through the House and the

Editor:
Mr. Nix's proposal to take over the gas and power company via
referendum raises a number of quastlons and calls for sorne comment
as well.

!Sun. Ma\.12:35) 6:15

Senate unanimously earlier in the session.
The measure requires the UNM Board of
Regents to update a parking study completed by a
California finn in 1977.

·uNM. professor ·giVen
Jefferson service award

1do not know If ha Is on solid legal ground stating that by meraly

having ah election we can force the g!IS and elactrlc celmpanles to turn
over their assets for the "appraised" price. The election would have to
be statewide In scope since both cornpanles operate that way and have
necessary production facilities outside the county.

By MARY ANN HATCJIITT

A
UNM
communicative
disorders professor has received an
award for significant public service
in the community.
Phyllis Wilcox was one of six
winners honored Saturday at a
Jefferson Award Banquet spon·
sored for the . second year by
KOAT·TV at the Afrport Marina.
Wilcox, deaf since the age of six,
has been actively involved in
programs and •activities for the
deaf. She is a charter member of

NelCt, we can't take e1ver just the assets of these corporations. If
we taka them over we must do so totally, and that meanll assuming
their current liabilities as well, This means we would ace~ulre cor·
porations whose rate of return Is around 10percent Including state and
federal Income taxes. It seerns to me that the only thing we would eave
by owning these companies Is the federal tax. ComRany Income would
have to make up the loss In revenue felt the city end county caused by
the cornpanles becoming talC exempt. The profits which how go to tha
stockholders would go to pay the 7 per cent Interest on the bonds.
Thera are not that many economlea which we could realize through
municipal ownership that woul.d aubatantlally Increase company profit
to finance the aohu and wind ee~ulpment.

both the New Mexico Registry of
Interpreters for the Deaf and the
Albuquerque Deaf Club. She
produced "The Signs of Christ·
mas," an Emmy-nominated TV
program for hearing and deaf
audiences. She served as director of
the nationally-televised 11Miss Deaf
America," and organized a TTY
network. .
Wilcox also helped write Senate
Bill 369, the deaf interpreters act.
This bill, which was passed in the
Senate and House., would provide

The claim that we can use 7 per cent money Ia hogwash. The
government might lend Ull the money at that tate, but If the treasury bill
rate Is over 7 per cent, we merely pay tha dlfferenc_e in federal takes.
Mr, NIIC doea not epell out 11eactly he1w the aolar end wind con·
version would ba done, If It would bl! done to Individual buildings, or If
some facility Ia to be built on public property. To make Improvements
bn the private property of various Individuals and companies would
entail 'II bureaucratic nightmare of who got the equipment first, of
e~wnershlp and maintenance of the equipment and eo on. I do not know
If govarnment equipment can be legally attlllchlld tel private proplfrty on
11 permanent beals,
·
Solar end Wind power equipment Ia not 100 per cent relhtble, the
wind do" not blow hard enough all tha tlma, and cloudy dayaaeveraly
curtail aoler output. rhat Ia why It Is not poaelble to compare these
energy form• with hydroelectric power which Is reliable. Solar and Wlhd
equipment muat be back11d up by e avstem capable of doing the Job
alone, ao e 75 .per cent raductlon In fuel coat Ia nowhere near a 1!i per
centteductlon In coat. Furthermore, buildings would have two heating
systems, the solar a11d the conventional when the eolar failed.

The Jefferson awards were
established in 1976 by the American
Institute for Public Service. The
local Jefferson awards program is
co-sponsored this year by media
representatives in more than 40
states.
The awards are designed to
honor individuals who have performed significant public services in
their communities but who have
gone unrecognized. On the local
level, winners are selected by a
panel of community leaders from
nominations submitted by area
residents. Each honoree received a
bronze medallion and becomes a
contestant in the Institute's
national competition.
Co-chaired by Jacqueline
Kennedy Onassis and Senator
Robert Taft of Ohio, the InstitUte
will present each of the national
winners with a Jefferson award and
$1 ,000 this June in Washington
D.C.
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interpreters for the deaf.
Wilcox said, "I was surprised
and honored. It helps to have ~
people appreciate the efforts that
are made, although it is hard to
accept when there are so many
others who have done more than

UNM pro_fessor Phyllis Wilcox was one of six winners
honored at the Jefferson Award banquet at the Airport
' ~·.
Marina Saturday. .

Finelly, Mr. Nix doea not aily how much these solar fallllltles will
cost, but l suspect that no matter which way we went, the cost would
equal that of acqulrllng tha companies to begin with. This means that
company Income would not come cloae to doing the Job axcept on a
long•term basis of 20 y11ars or so. By that time we will probably have
fur!lon power which will ba safe, reliable, and much cheaper than
doter/wind.
Such a plah as Mr.• Nbc proposes needs a feasibility study and a cost
analysis, not to met~tion an environmental Impact study and so on. Wo
are a IMg way away from a pelint where auoh an election as he suggests
can or should take place. Once the homework Is done and the real oosts
knelwn, then we can dt!!olde.
·Paul B. Woodworth

MAR.18·20

King s_ig.ns parking study bill

000n.uH

And they say parliamentary procedure Is Ineffective,

. have, a call station number, The
studl!nt pressl!s a button at eye level
on the wall and talks into the
speaker box to report an
emergency. ·
Eppich said a meeting woulct be
held with the electrical company,
dean of students, architects office
and housing department to
ctetermine a date for the project to

Jarvis discusses tax. reform

Editorial
The end was 11eer.
The New Mexico State Legislature was In ltsllnal hours of the 1919
session. Lawmakers were anxious to tie up some loose ehds and leave
others to dangle Indefinitely. They could ease bac~ Into their plush
black chairs, kick their feet up onto open drawers and noisily munch
peanuts without hearing gasps of horror or clucks of disapproval from
the gallery,
They had almost completed their mission. All they really had left to
do was to give a final okay to the General Approprlatlohs Act (HB2)
which, If not passed, would force the legislature Into a spatial session,
But there was an emotional Issue to be dealt with as well.
10:40 a.m.-Sen. Kenneth Schllentz began the fight to get a Senate
vote on Hl3368, a bill which would limit state funding of abortions.
Sen. Tom Rutherford proposed an amendment that would have
allowed state funded abortions to preserve the hat~lth of the woman. It
passed.
.
10:45 a.rn.- Schllentz, in a move he rnay forever regret, requested a
"call of the SE;Jnate,'' requiring all Senate members to be in the
charnbers before a vote could be taken.
The clock ticked away the seconds.
Shortly after 11· a.rn.-Lt. Gov. Roberto Mondragonruled to .limit
debate 011 the abortion Issue. Sen. Theodore Montoya told Sen. Joe
Lang to question the ruling. Lang did so, which required a roll call vote
on Mondragon's ruling. Lang lost the vote, but his tactic won valuable
minutes.
~
11:50 a.m. -Dunn moved five money bills, Including HB2, through
the Senate,
With less than 10 minutes to go, Schllentz tried frantically to elicit a
vote on the abortion measure. Rutherford argued for a reading of the
proposed amendment and Sohllentz rnoved to table the motion.
Rutherford's eloquent "point of order" wasted a few more precious
moments, but Schllentz squeezed in a request for a roll.call vote on the.
abortion measure, which was grantad.
Senate Majority Leader C. B. Trujillo, in that pellltaly pushy way of
his, polntad out to Mondragon, "Mr. President, It now being 12
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IT,; A HIGH-PRICE STAMP-OUT

HIGH~PRICE

.IT,; A

COUPON GOOD
AT THESE STORES ONLY

1/2PRICE
0

~

!

i!,

}

1 f.)

with this coupon
while supplies last
expires 3/25/79.

)J:

l;lriv• In - Carry aut

R. C. Hallett's

good thru 415179.

between Lead and Coal

It C. Hallett's Bicycles

·.

843-9378

R. C...Hallett's Bicycl~s

s1695 Citadel "TECH LOCK"-

2122 Coal Place SE

Free

largest selection in New Mexico •
over 400 Bikes

with any new bicycle

2 blocks from campus, off Yale

(featuring $100.00 Anti-theft guarantee)
oiok~....

Direc:tly Across From \'ale Park

2216 Central SE-265-5986

ITAliAN FATSO SPECIAl
'

'

SAVE
so~

flzpire•
3·23•79

Offer good only at Central Location while supplies last.

• 0nside the Lobo Campus .Pharmacy)

Wednesday Night Special!!
Crab and Lobster Spaghetti,
all you can eat fqr only 2.991

Monday through Friday 7am to ll:30am

Coupon valid Spm to 9pm 3-21-79. Umit one per person

Coupon val_id through 3-23-79. Limit oneper person

.Steak and Eggs for $1.79!!
(includes coffee or milk with breakfast)

Good only at
pa.rticipating locations.

-

LASAGNA, RAVIOLI
01'

EGGPLANT PARM

Buefluelos

inelude• ••lad
and garlie bread

98c

8-9:30_a.m. M-F
•
•
•
•

Bueibtelos or E-elada
'raeo de Huevo
Choleeoljulee
Hot eolfee or hot tea

t>ont

e~t-

goodthru
3/23/79

ALL YOU CAN EAT

\-ke.-mt
I

SERVI t.JG BR'EAKFA'5T ANd LUNCH {DAYS "week

'118 YALE

s.~r.

¥11- Block sou.\h of

f'lC

\Jho\e \./he~ Spa~e\>rt
with 'Tol'f\0.-\o Sa.u.ce.

DONALD~

p

Spag~ettl
·(with m•atsauce
and mushtooms)

price of one

(oniJ' w/
eoapoa)

'Re,apec\ s flt-timt\\S.

ezpire•
3·23·19

·SUNDAEs·

fo~.the

Combination Speeial .

(Fried Tortilla eovered wltb ·
· elunam.on &. su~ar)
·
Enmelada- (GiazedSopapUia)

$l.OO

Reg. 3.25
ONLY $2.25
With COIIDG~ft

Seeoad Floor

yano
enlaCasa

ITAliANFATSOSPECIAl
ANY DINNER
SAVE

.
·
Regti.Ia.r Si_ze.··
2

k

& Rlgatonl
·S• · .· ••
•00 9 •00 p.m.

all you ·can eat J1~90

. '
With ihis coupon
Valid 1J~J)· atl300 <..'entraf· ..

,coupon good mCltch 19 .. 25

·--- --·--- -- ..

Ben's Den Restaurant

SUPER DELUXE,
·REGULAR FRIES,

'Free 4 ounce cup of frozen Fro-Yo when you come in to
:::.:::.=:==.. the Posh Bagel and say: "The Posh Bagel's Fro-Yo
is 100% naturally delicious."
...

........

·,::;·

Please coU for an appointment
COUPON GOOD 1'HRU 3-24-79

· R. C. Hallett's Bicycles

Free Yogurt!!

Reg. size only
Reg. 2.30 $l. 5 0
with coupon

23I~is~~~ sE

good thru 415179.

between Lead and Coal

LG MEATBALL SUB

.

(inside the Lobo Campus Pharmacy)

Wo.olrich Clothing 1/2 OFF

2 blocks from campus, off' Yale

BOTTLE OF KMS SHAMPOO & RINSE
(retail value $6.50)
WITH PURCHASE OF HAIRCUT
HAffiCUTS FROM $12- $15.

Ben's Den Restaurant

Save$5.00 ·

largest selection in New Mexico·
over 400 Bikes

lf)l

ON CENTRAL ACROSS .FiiOM POPEJOY HA.LL

Spring Bicycle Tun•·Up

2122 Coal Place SE

KMS

'*rf'• ~~~e::rot~"

. an• c:aupan p•ro c:uatam•ro . •Hpiro•• B/25/7!1 ·

Cal ah•ad faro faal; ••rovic:• - 2!18-575!1 .

ttAI~

~

. all faro jual; • • •

(Eubank & 1-40 e

JUANTABO
AND

HAIR DES~GNS FOR GUYS AND GALS

l;lur Famau• Sanic: Burfii•r.
Refilular Fri•• & Small Drink

825 Eubank NE

CENTRAL
AND
SAN PEDRO

Samsonite~·
: '·
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Bi Chicken Highlights Vacation

fan could get that day was w"hen
that big yellow chicken threw ·a
foam.rubber bullet into the
Washington huddle during a
timeout.
I don't remember what the score
was, but. somehow it just didn't
matter. It was the. big yellow
chicken that performed the best
that day,
At the en(j it was terrible to watch
that damn chicken cry. The whole
thing was crazy. It r~ally was.

found himself on the bench.
in front of about 15,000 : The Bullets didn't need Hayes.
people was this big yellow chicken. Bob Dandridge, Charles Johnson
Now you have to understand that and everybody else wearin~ the
this was no ordinary chicken. It dark jerseys put Denver away
stood well over five feet tall and handily, much to the delight of the
drove to work in a little Bullet fan seated .next to me. While
most of the time he kept his
Volkswagon,
comments
to himself, every now
Apparently a radio station in
and
again
he
yelled out his approval
Denver hired this big bird to act as
of
the
plague
that had fallen upon
cheerleader
for
Denver's
professional basketball team, the. the Nuggets.
The only S!ltisfaction a Nugget
Nuggets. He didn't have nearly the
grace an<l style of those who serve a
similiar ·purpose for the Dallas
Cowboy football team.
But on that particular Sun<lay,
neither <lid the Nuggets.
Everything was all set. I had
managed to come away from the
Holiday Inn $22 poorer and one
towel richer and with· my $9
balcony-seat ticket safely in hand. I
was ready to sit back and watch
David Thompson and the Denver
Nuggets play Elvin Hayes and the
Western Athletic Conference basketball teams had disastrous results
Washington Bullets in front of a
during post-season play this'year as all three league schools which qualified
national television audience.
,
It was terrible. The Star Spangled for tournament play lost in the first round.
WAC champs Brigham Young was dumped by San Francisco 86-63 in
Banner was played on an old recor<l
half an hour before the game was to the NCAA tourney. Runner-up Utah lost to Pepperdine in overtime, 92-88
begin so as not to interfere with the also in the NCAA. In the NIT, New Mexico was dropped, 79-68, by Texas
A&M.
.
TV commercials.
Then they announced that David
- Thompson, the man who gets
$800,000 a year, would not. be .
earning his pay that day because of
The New Mexico softball team, led by a no-hit performance by Arvita
strep throat. Denver assistant coach
George Irvin called it a $10,000sore Higgins placed fourth at the Phoenix Invite last weekend.
Higgins' no-hitter came during the Lobos 1-0 win over .the Phoenix Blues
throat. I called it annoying as hell.
Finally the game got underway. of the Phoenix Amateur Softball Association. Saturday they lost to the
·
It shouldn't have. With Thompson Phoenix Westerners, 4-1 .'
· The Lobos are now 9-4 and prepare to take on the University of Noron the bench and Dan Issei still
recovering from an illness, the thern Colorado Wednesday at Los· Altos field. UNC was ranked second in
·
Nuggets as a whole played at a the nation last year.
sickening level. It was enough to
make me ill.
But I figured I could always
watch the Big "E," Elvin Hayes.
pianne Frew ended her season with a 21st place finish at the Region 7
But before the first quarter was
gymnastics
meet last weekend.
.
.
.
over Hayes was in foul trouble and
Frew, along with Linda Cage, were th.e only Lobo-women, to quaJify for
the meet. Cage became ilf and could not compete. Freshman limi Wade
went in her place but could nqt score because of meet rules.
.
Wade would have qualified for nationals in the vaulting if tier 8. 7 score
had been allowed.
.
It was crazy, It really was.

Then~

The
La_rgest
Salad Bar
in Town
In fact, it's a meal in itself! We've spread
out the greatest variety of salads around
for your selections... ambrosia, 3·bean,
carrot & raisin, cottage cheese .. : to name a
few ... then add crisp salad greens, your
favorite dressings, croutons, bacon bits,
sprouts and more!

Lobo Shorts

WAC Teams. Dumped

Higgins Hurls No-Hitter
.

Fiew Finishes Season

Netters Tied for First
After the first round of competition, the UNM women's tennis team was
in a first-place tie with Nevada-Las Vegas at the California-State Los
Angeles meet.
The. only Lobo loss came by default when Sandy Palimino injured her
ankle during a <Joubles match.
Both New Mexico and.Nevada-Las Vegas were tied with 18 points, while
Cal-State Berke1y followed with 12.
....
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GREEN EARTH

PERCUSSION ENSEM-BLE
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Concert Tonite

'a·

8:00 P~M.

SUB Ballroom
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Union
Activities

and

Student
Activities
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W Wed. March 21st -.8:00P.M. W
~~ Kimo Theater- 5th & Broadway ~
~
T'10ket~ ova1'I a·.
bleat door- $2.00.
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Brunch, folk dancing, film and .
study on Intermarriage 12Noon-5P.M.
Sunday March 25th
l~ternational House
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ENDURO.MACHINES & MIDSIZED STREET BIKES

:

•

BOOTS

.20o/o
Off

Lobo pitcher Rob Hoover wet bomberded by • pelr of
Fullerton powerhlttlfl. The Lobot won the lll'lt geme, .Up·
setting the loul'th·l'llnked Tltens.

lobo
beat UNM 2·1.
men's
Thursday UNM met again with
Pepperdlne University Malibu, and

that It rained on the aame but the
rain had made the field un•
playable. Regardless of the
weather, SQII'!e of .the players got as before, the bottom of the eighth
Into action anyway, at Newport proved to be the Lobo ·nemlsls.
Beach. The ocean, cold as It was, Pepperdlne, just as they had on
did not stop the undaunted New Monday, scored five lrt the elahth.
UNM was In total control of the
Mexicans.·
Because of the rain-out a double game until that point, and rain
header was played on Wednesday. threatened to gl ve the Lobos the
UNM met CSULA In the afternoon win, but UNM ended up loslngll·3.
Overall, the Lobos scored 17 runs
and did battle with ChQpman
on· 40 hits and 12 errors to the
College at night.
It was the Cai·State LA game combined opponents of 36 runs on
that saw the Lobos aet the first run 49 hits and four errors.
Now that spring break .Is over at
of the trip, the score was CSULA 3,
UNM,
all the other schools will be
UNM I. The second game started
sendlna
their teams to Albuquerque
late because Chapman Colleae was
play.
The Lobos continue today
to
playlna an early game too, two
early games reilly, because their at the Albuquerque Sports Stadium
game against Cai·State·at Riverside against the UniversitY. of Denver,
was won by Chapman In the The Lobos are to have games for
bottoni of the 18th Inning by a deep the· next 13 straight days.
S.tudents need only show an
center home run.
~
Chapman College wasn't tired athletic ID In order to gain entrance
enouah however as they went on to to any Lobo bueball aame.
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GOOD CLEAN
USED
MOTORCYCLES

Ladle's & Men's

Insure your car with
I Criterion and enJoy I
I Important benefits I
I like these:
I
I 0 Convenient Pay· I
.I . ment Plans
I
I D Country-wide I
Claim Setvlce
I
I
I
I 0 Dependable •
I
Protection
I
I· O.Cholce of
I
1 Coverages
1
I Call or :visit today'for I
1 a free rate quotation. 1

.II' 7200 Menaul
881-11188
Blvd. Nl~
1 MO!I·Fri 0-5130 Sat. ll·l'
1 Criterion
I Ineuranoe Company
•

:
:
:

FRYE

I ·insurance? I
Callthe .
speciaUsts!

:

_;.. ~~P.e.~~¥~!.~~.:.~~~·f,p& .;

••••••••••
.1 Need auto ·1
I

WILL PAY TOP PRICE FOR
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Lobos Drop 6 o·f 7 Games
By KEVIN ROARK
The UNM baseball team ·spent
spring break playing baseball lt1
Southern Calll'ornla, losliig silt out
of seven games In the Los Angles
area. The game they won, however,
was a big one.
On Mareh 17, the Lobos beat
fourth-ranked California State
University at Fullerton S·2 In the
first game of a double·helld~r.
Greg Pardus was on the mound
for the Lobos and had 11 three-hit
shutout because both of the
Fullerton runs were unearned.
There were several question~ble
calls by the California umpires In
the first game of the double-header,
unusual · because the officiating
remained at a high standard In
every game the Lobos lost.
Scoring . runs in the Lobo win
were Steve Muccio, Keith Hegman,
Mark Blren, Tom Francis and Mike
Foote.
,
ln the second game the Lobos
tried to make It a sweep but
couldn't put the offense together to
get enough runs lind lost 4-1.
The UNM squad played one
other game against the Cal State
Fullerton Titans ·on March 16.
UNM threw three pitchers, In·
eluding Rob Hoover, against the
Tlt~ns but home run power by
CSUF center fielder Mickey Palmer
and third baseman Tim Wallck was
too much for the Lobos. Even
though UNM scored· six runs they
fell short by four, loslngii-Ul.
The other three teams that faced
the Lobos last·· week were Pep·
perdlne University Malibu,
California State University at Los
Ansles, ~nd Chapman College.
Two games were played against the
Pepperdlne Wll\les.
The Lobos faced the Waves on
Monday, The Pepperdlne. campus
overlooks Malibu beach and
Catalina Island creating quite a
potential for distraction.
UNM was In the game until
Pepperdlne blew It opert In the
bottom of the 8th lnnlns gettlna ~
runs. Ores Pardus started the game
forUNM.
.
.
Tuesday the game with Cii·State
Los Artaeles wa~ rilned out, rtot

:

-3111 FOURtH, NORTHW18T
ALIUGUIRQUI, N.M.I7107
(SOlS) 3~ ·31M

.-.: .:•===:;::::;;===
2120 CtntriiS.E. • 243-1854

Prices Increase Aprll1 at
Save up to $50 per pair
Pick a winner
Over 314 million sold
THE ORIGINAL ADVENT -

designed to
compete In ellery audible respect with the moat ex·
penalve apeakera at a fraction of the coat. A useful
frequency range •• wide aa any apeaker'a With
clean, clear, beautifully defined aound. With all the
base that'aln the record. Now the new modele have
hicreaaed
efficiency and lmprovtd sound.
-

.

THE ADVENT/2 & 3/ -.provide the same
. high frequency range as the· original and Smaller
Advente ... low•frequency reeponae Within a half·
oct•ve. The Advent/3 won't play qUite aaloud aa the
orlglnel And Advent/2.
UP
TO

'OFF
ON

SELECT YARNS, WALL HANGINGS,
WEAVI~G & CRAFT SUPPLIES, ETC.

SALE ENDS MARCH 31.
Ask About O.ur April Classes.

-. •""~\NG

Ne,. 4t.

Priced from $36 to $460.0u

~~.

. "b.

"'

g 3011· Monte VIsta NE
Juet eut of central 1 Girard
~ FINANCING AVAIL.ABLI!
9

Z

~"oa o~j;~ :EARB

(
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Billy Joel o 'special entert·oi ner'
By MARK SMITII
Albuquerque was treated to
tbe concert event of the year by one
of the most dynamic entertainers
around wben Billy Joel electrified
Tingley Coliseum Tbursday night.
Joel rocked. and soothed the
crowd of all ages tbroughout the
evening, with a 23 cut, two and a·
half-hour show.
Without

the Tingley audience wasn't broken little bar room music and Joel fewer than nine instruments, and
charmed the throng with his
in. The setting could have been attired in sun glasses and cigarette.
On "Stiletto" he had fi.ve leather saxophone solos time and time
improved if Joel had used some
kind of backdrop, but he quickly coated thugs on st;~ge snapping again.
generated enough heat to get the their ' fi.ngers and shining their
Joel mixed his ballads with his
switch blades to the song, but the upbei!t numbers to perfection, and
crowd perking.
Throughout ihe show Joel en- cat~hiest he used was on "Big was at his best vocally, During
"Until the Night" he showed his
tertained the audience with his wit Shot".
He came out and described a vocal diversity, and on many other
and clever introductions.
At the beginning of "New York hangover, then asked why he had to S!>ngs he displayed his exceptional
State of Mind" Joel and his band. be a big shot the night befor!). The piano playing.
If there was any disappointment
went into some "sleeze," with. a . opening guitar riffs sent the crowd
into a frenzy, and the stage was with the evening, it was that Joel
rushed with bodies.
didli' t play any songs off of his
That song · rollowed by "Scenes "Streetli fp Serenade" album,
From an Italian Restaurant" set the .
ENJOY
stage for four enchores.
Joel's brilliant performance
THIS SUMMER!
sometimes overshadowed the
Jog,
superb ability of group membe1
Play Tennis,. Swim·,
Richie Cannata. Canna!!! played llC

which included the classic "The
Entertainer."
Joel proved what a difference a
year and a half can make in a
musician's life. He was a struggling
artist doing shows for $4 a ticket 18
months ago, but carried a $9.50
charge this time around. The price
coupled with the injustice of having
the concert in Tingley could have
spelled a disasterous evening, but
Joel's true brillance prevailed.
Even though he didn't play the
song, Joel showed that he was some
kind of special entertainer.

ARTS

Tan, Dance, and get
into a Hair Design
that is easy to take care of
and looks good naturally.

Norlh of Menaul at
2813 San Mat., NE

883·I80o

MONDA\'
12:30 A Luncbeon Slice of
Information; "We Are All Vic-

TO
,-

--·
···--.......

~

. t S ~~~'Sound of music' d .1.sapp01n
Jly LESLIE DONOVAN
Saturday night, M;~rch 10 a
sell-out Popejoy Hall audience saw
Gingerbread .Productions Ltd.'s
presentation of one of America's
favorite musicalif, The Sound of
Music.
Sally Ann Howes, an accomplished actress, starred in this
production of the ever-popular
Rogders & Hammerstein musical.
Howes, best known for her role
opposite Dick Van Dyke in the
movie Chitty Chitty Bang Bang,
surprised an audience who had
preconceptions of a Maria barely
more than a girl. But, even so
Howes did an admirable job :with a
role that in the hearts of the
audience will always belong to Julie
Andrews.

tims." An interview with J. S.
Barkas, author of th.e book,
Victims, who talks about how crime
affects its victims.

Unfortunately, Howes' fine
performance couldn't carry the rest
of the snow, directed by Forrest
Carter. The audience's preconceptions based on Julie Andrews'
film were not destroyed, shaken or
even revitalized bv this production.

TUESDAY
12:3.0 A Luncneon Slice of
Information: "Bobby Seale,"
Former Black Panther, )3obby
Seale talks a bout tbe sixties and
what he's been doing since then.

Even with ail of the film's
sentimentality (often described as
sappy or goody-goody), this. st~ge
production couldn't compare with
the film's -glorious music, spectacular staging and grand emotions.

WEDNESDAY
12:30 A Luncheon Slice of
Information: "The Women's
Movement
Today."
Karen
De Crow, former president of
NOW, discusses the progress
women have made in the past
decade, the outlook for the ERA,
and other miscellaneous issues.

The music in this show just
wasn't the same. In fact, after
Andrews' version, some of Rogers
& Hammerstein's original music
was disappointing. One of the
original songs, "An Ordinary
Couple" is little more than ordinary drivel and doesn't provide
the ·magnificent, wonderful climax
that the
film's substitute
''Somewhere In My Youth" did.
· The absence of the songs "l Have
Confidence" and "Somewhere In
My Youth", left not only a
noticeable gap in the audience's
expectations but also in the tone of
the show and . in the characterization of Maria. The enchanting

KUNm this week

Mahjongg.

call 842·8300
1123 Central N.E.

THURSDAY
12:30 A Luncheon Slice .of •
Information: "Amnesty International." An interview with
Albuquerque chapter members of
Amnesty Jnternational, a group
devoted to freeing of political
prisoners worldwide.

SATURDAY •
9 Folk Festival USA: "Fieadh
Cheoil: The All-Ireland National
Championships.'' Irish music fans
from all over the world converged
for the Fleadh Cheoil in Southwesf
Ireland.

..

•

GO 1HIS UNIOIIE ..SAY IIJLL"A1HLEI1( SHIRTOJSTOM·PRINTED

WRH 1HE NAME OF YOIJR KHOOL FOR ONLY $5.50.
Bull your way through college in style! With a genuine Schlitz Malt Liquor bull shirt.
Featuring our Schlitz Malt Liquor bull with royal blue 3/41ength sleeves and white shirt body.
It's made of 70% cotton and 30% polyester. And it's 100% you, because we custom-print
the name of your school right on the front.
· -.
. ·
· ~~
It's the shirt you'll wear proudly all year long. For jogging, class, team sports and
getting together with friends for a round of Schlitz Stout Malt Liquor. After all, if
you're going to "SAY BULL" across your chest, you might as well start backing it up.

r---------~----------~-----•
MAIL TOtSAY BIJIL.. JERSEY OffER
I

1
1

P.O.BOX919J.ST.MIIL.MINNESOTA 55191

I

Please. s.end-- Sch. Iitz Malt Utwor. "SAY. BU. LL" College Nam. e Athletic Jersey(s)
-~m
.
@ $5.50 each, including College Name Personalization, postage and handling.
Sizes available:
.
S small (34·36) M medium (38·40) L farge (42-44) XL extra-large (46)

11

I
I
I QUANTITY SIZE (Specify s. M, L, XLJ
COLLEGE IMPRINT (please print)
I
I
I
I Enclosed is$
check or money orde.r payable to "SAY BULL" Jersey Offer.
I Name____________~------~------~------~------~--1 AddresS------~-~--~---------~---------

{

•

!
q

'·

t·

t

(

t
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(

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Offer void where prohibited by law. Allow 4 to 6'weeks for shipment. Offer expires May31, 1979.

50% 0FF

regular price
with student ID
RAPIO COF'V XEROX CE!iTER

3515 Wyoming NE
(noarcomoncht)202·0757

sat~~~!!!!!

I.· 1·
,

~

S

Levi~Sale

$10.99
on all

Student cut.s and
corduroy flares
at the

General Store
,•.,....r... a..u.........,,

But the children were delightful-·
all of them veteran performers and
all very talented. Four of them had
previously appeared in the same
show ·with Shirley Jones; two were
in the movie Annie Hall; one has
performed with both the American
Ballet Theatre and the Joffrey
Ballet; and one, tl!.'< .YO_!!ng~st, h~s
recorded a. record w1th Harry
Chapin. The children's "So Long,
Farewell" and "The Lonely
Goatherd" were probably the most
enjoyable and satisfying numbers in
the show.

Garland's
The reproduce
Wizard of such
Oz. To
successfully
.a
performance, one must either. give
the audience what they expect as
much as possible or, .like T. he.Wi~,
give them something so different
from what they expect that the
P,efformance takes on a life of its.
own.
.

Th~~ w~er;

COPIES 3 112<
Overnight
,\io .\finimum

2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

=

K ODA.K HL.\1.

KINKO'S
2312 (rnt.

I
L~··~··~~-~:~-$~,~,-.-:.~.:.-:~~J
will be presented to the council.
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1
PRESENTS

26.'>-.~515

1

I
1
I

1 1 FREE dip of Basking Robbins
I
Ice Crecim•any flavor
1
I
with the purchase of any
I
Schlotzsky Sandwich Or.der
1
March 19th & 20th ONLY
t
11:00 am till closing

I
I

II

BRING THIS COUPN TO SCHLOTZSKY'S
FOR YOUR FREE ICE CREAM

"2114 CENTRAL SE -ONLy
JUST WEST "OF yALE
842-9597
OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 20, 1979
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER ORDER
ONLY AT 2114 Central SE
.
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Find out about SMU/M~A Today
Bill Eiffert, UNM graduate and SMU/MBA candidate,
will be on campus all day.

BA
u
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I
1
I
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KINKO'S

GSA coQN·CIL MEETING
Sat. Marc~ ~4
9:00A.M.
Rm. 230 in the SUB
· · The 1979-80 budget

pr;du~~ion

"
this.
o·.r"
The Sound of Music failed--not so
much in the script or in the acting,
but in the direction. The direction
just wasn't perceptive enough to
pull the show together. As a result,
one of. A'!lerica'.s favorite things
was a big d1sappom~ment.

Xerox
CoplMin coiOf from colored
plctu,.o, photot, etc.

. Spring General Election

~

.

MONDAY
Timothy Barrett will give a lecture on Japanese hand papermaking at 8
p.m. in Room 2018 ofthe Fine Arts Center.
·
TUESADY
Peter Bilan will give a lecture on kinetic sculptures at 8 p.m. in Room 2018
of the Fine Arts Center.
WEDNESDAY nothing scheduled.
THURSDAY
Travel fi.lm series presents "Don Cooper Builds a Boat," at 7:30 p.m. at
Popejoy Hall.
FRIDAY
The UNM Seraphin Trio will perform at 8:15p.m. in Keller Hall.
SATURDAY
"Alladin and His Wonderful Lamp," will be performed in Rodey Theater
at 1:30p.m.
SUNDAY
"AIIadin and His Wonderful Lamp,'' ~ee Sat.
.
The UNM Symphonic Band, ·conducted by Harold Van Wmkle, will
.
..
perform at 4 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.
The UNM Chamber Orchestra, conducted by Joel Rosenberg, Will perform
at 8:1S p.m. in Keller Hall.
CONTINUING EVENTS .
.
. . .
Maxwell Museum will be showing a purchase exhibition of Navajo textiles
until Match 30.
.
.
Jonson Gallery will show recent works by Alice L, Howe until ~arch 29..
· The Fine Arts Museum Friends of Art Collection on the roam floor will
show until April I.
.
. .
"L.A. Drawings," opens today in· the Teaching Gallery -of the UNM Art
, . .
. . .
Building and will show until March 30.
Works ):ly student artists from APS will be on exh1b1t m the readmg Room
of Ortega Hall until March 30.

COLOR
COPIES
In bl·lllfont coiOf Ill

~

~1".1'.1.111".111.11.11'11~

I

KIILRI STOIJT
MALT LIOIJOII..
I
1
I lOin SAY-I,
I
I
.. _- --·--- -- -------..-JI!III-- ---------· SAY . .ll!
CitY----------------State_ _ _ _ _ _ _ z;p,_ _ _ _ __

SUNDAY
10 Options in Education: Part
1-"Discipline." In this edition you
will hear a real-life school discipline
problem as it happens, followed by
•the reactions of experts who listen
to the jncident on tape. ' Part
11-"Handicapped Children."
Some schools seem to be dumping
handicapped kids into regular
classrooms while others are simply
overlooking their needs.
II Something Classic: This six and
one-half hour program includes
. works by Frescobaldi, Vivaldi and,
others.
.
· 9:30 Jazz Revisited: "Early Shaw.;,
Some of the earliest recordings of
Artie Shaw and His Orchestra are
presented in this collection ofw·orks
from the 1930s.

~.

.
PetitionsfortheASUNM·

"My Favorite Things" was also
Christine Cookson (actually 17
sung far too often--so mu~;h so that years) was expressive and lovely as ... will b. e avalla.bl.e in the ASU['JM offices upstairs in the SUB
it began to lose its meaning and the
16-go\ng-on-17
Liesl. ~ from M.on. March 19th - Fri. March 23. All petitions must be "
become simply a. device to move the Cookson's dance experience was ,:"\ returned by Fri. March 23 at 4:00 P.M4
~
plot.
delightfully evident in her duet
"You Are Sixteen" with J. Martin
Byrne as Rolf. Her voice is
The use of backdrops was one remarkably clear and lucid and she
·~
particularly nice touch in this show, possesses that sparkle and selfespecially in scenes requiring the assurance necessary to all truly
Alps as a background and "in the great stage performers. She .knows
impressively staged final scene. how to hook the audience. Watch
However, for the most part, .the her. ln. the future, she'll surely have
staging was inadequate and as a her name in lights,
result the stirring beauty of many of
the show's poignant moments was
Experienced stage actress Terry
I o st •.
Saunders was also excellent as the
Mother Abbess in acting ability as
For e)[ample, the abbey .scenes . well as in vocal quality. But like the
were too often set in a limbo-like other "nuns,'' Saunders' talent and
atmosphere and the grandeur of the her role were considerabl)
Wedding scene was destroyed in a diminished by the. ineffectual
walk-on, walk-off affair. Also, the staging of tbe abbev scenes ..
opening scene of Maria singing
"The Sound of Music" while posed
The orchestra was another sore
on a hurtling boulder was less than spot· in this production. For some
effective--in fact, it was almost unfortunate reason, the orchestra,
ludicrous.
under the direction of Jim
Coleman, tried to · "jazz up" the
music between scenes and as a
Earl Wrightson did not fit the result often destroyed not only the
· part of the commanding Captain effect of the preceeding songs but
Georg von Trapp. His voice was also actually broke in on the ensometimes impressive but more dings of some of those ~one<
often faltering as was much of his
acting in a part that demands an
While it is preferable to try not to
8117 Menaul NE
actor who can dominate the stage. compare a stage performance to a
111 Harvard SE
His rendition of "Edelweiss" film performance, in this case it is
Ia~ fro•IINM)
lacked the power of tragedy wbich unavoidable. Julie Andrews' film·
For the best in clothing and
was so moving in the film.
The Sound of Music has become a
part of American . life like Judy
head supplies

Arts events

FRIDAY
12:30 A Luncheon Slice of
Information: To be announced.

I
I

::JiiY.I'I.I'.I.I'.I'I'..IIY.I'I'III'Jil":~

.

For information and interview
attend the Liberal Arts Fair.
Edwin L. Cox School of Business
Southern Methodist University

Dalias, Texas 75275
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3.

CONC!li'TIONS SW • A COl.l.fCTION of UNM

sludcnls' creative work:!. $J.OO.

M~m;>n

Hall R9om

105.
tUn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT conJmccptioJlt ~tcrilitatlon, .nbortinn. Right 10 Choo:,:c,
294-0171.
04127
PJWGNANCY TESTING /\ND couoscliflg. Phone
~47·9819.

1)4/27
I'ASSPOI\T and IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. J

for $3,7511 Lowest prlccs "in town! fl!SI, plc:Jsfng 1
near UNM. Cull 265·2444 or come to 17l7 Oirurd
Hlvd. N~.
04/27
('ONTACTS'/7'1 POLISHING 1k SOLUTIONS,
Cu~c)l Optical Company. 265-8846,
04/2.7
WK/THRS: 1\N RNGI.ISU Oc,nL·.~ponsorcd tabloid
i~ JIOw ncccpling poetry ancl pr.ose (flctiou and oonri.;;flon) -submls5iOflS, We request that wp_rk be typed
dclivcr~d

to HUmilnilics Rm,272. Contributors
be UNM students. WI! cannot retum
mnnu~cripts.
tf/n
FH.EE PUPPIES TO ~ootl home, Female, SIJcpllcrd
eros~. Very sm<lrt. Call87J-1904 after 5pm,
tfln
UNM N.C. H .0. IS now acCePting app[ic~tions for
the summer clinical Internship program frOm _undcr8raduaw health orierlted studenl!i. Return ~Ia
School of Medicine, Rm. 184. 277-27_28.
03/21_
SUAR£! YOUR ·UFfil Volunte-er J)ig flrothers are
ncedod. Call U6·a6l3.
03122
SHERLOCK DUK I don' I ~nowi-Watson ... Ol/19
WOO!) you bclleve... 3019 Centrnl NE 3 doors cast
of J.ODO Thcrurc.
03/30
PRP.-liP.ALTH PROFBSSSIONS Clu~ Will have a
regular meeting JonigiH Ill 7:30pm Ortega 153 Dr.
S. Myers froin Houston will be the speaker.
Information and re~istnuion for the March 24, 2~
Work~hop will be pre.~erucd. For fU1'ther in·
forrnalrlon call Fred·, 34!i-044~.
03/19
PEHltY'S PI.ZZA. HI-Slice of pepperoni pi7.za,
snlad, smnll s:oda for $1.25. H~-Two sH~;cs or
pepperoni pizr.n, salad, medium !iodn for $~.90.
2CXM Central S,E, (AcrosS" from UNM).
03/24
SUMMER IN PRANCE. Lear11 french lhr. rtghl
wny! Intensive Jansl.lngc/cullure Instruction.
Rcnrcscnliltivc in Albuquerque now. 299·7838,
atHI

mu~t

~·

OJ/~

THE ESTABliSHMENT, ~rink, dine & dance

e_xpcricnce ·pre.~cnting the happicsl lurppy JJo\ir nnd
dancingcsl music downstairs: also serving the finest
in steaks. prime rib & senfood upstairs. For your
dancing pleasure. It's Sounds!a.ge Tues-Snl. 9·1:30.
Montgomery Pla7.a Mall, 883-6SSS.
tf/n
AGE UNDER 257 Don't buy aUio lnsuram:e umil
you check our new rntc5. Heights office 266-8211,
mid·cown 243·5~28, Gallegos Agency.
03/30
TIIJNK AIJOUT THE Peace Corps, 277-5907.
03/19

2.

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: COCKER SPANIEL named Chester. Call
tf/n
2$6-l016 or 344·5al2,
FOUND: DENTAl.. UJTE plate, near Geology
03/09
llldg, Claim In Marron Hall lOS.
FOUND: GLOVES, DROWN loalhcr. ldontlfy and
clnim in Rm • .lOS Marron 1-1-.11.
03(09
FOUND: SANDIA PEAK Tram pass, In Mitchell
Uull, Women's Room. Identify and claim km, lOS
Marron Hnll.
03/09
FOUND: GOLDEN RE-TRIE.VERt corner Central
& Stunford. Wed. evening 2121. Call 242·0394.
Keep trying,
tf/n
FOUND: JACKET IN Rm. 2018 of fine Arts
Center. Call 265-9154.
tf/n
LOST! WHITE- PLASTIC bag Witl1- clothing, car
k~)'S, wntch. Taken (rom Women•s locker room
~tiiiii~Qtl Gym 3.-!!·79. Please, No ques11ons asked.
277-26~4. 836-3211.
OJ/20
FOUND: MITTENS IN MHchell Hall. Jdonlify and
claim Marron Hall Rm, 105.
03/23
FIND YOURSELF IN the Peace Corps. 277·5907.
03/19
YASH1CA 13!iOX STOLEN, if round please return
to 124 M:irron Hall. No queslions asked.
tf/n

•

SERVICES

KINKO'S TYPING S~~VI<'~ (IBM Solcctric) and
now ,1 mir1utc Pns-~port Photo$, No appoimmenf,
26ij-BSIS. We do key,.
tfn
QA TYPING S.ERVJCI!, A complete cyplng and
editoriol ·s)'Stcrn, Tec_hnlcal, $<mcral, lcgul, m~cth::al.
~cholmillc. Charts & u~bles, 345-2125.
04127
TYPIST .. TEJtM PAPERS, Thesis, 'Resum<:s, 299~
8970,
04/12
GUITAR LESSONS: ALL cstyh;s. Mnrc's Guitar
Studio. 26l-lJ15.
lf/n
24 HOUR TYI'ING '"vice. 25l-9426, 642-1383,
.Jean.
04/1 J
TYPING P!WVIJ)ED. $1.00 per page. Call aal868() afw 4:30.
Ol/ZO
GARDENINO'I CUSTOM 1\0TOTILLINO by
expcricn~.;cd openi!or $15,1)0/hr,-$12,(}0 minimum.
Oroup rates available. Tim's Tilling, 2(}8-6510.
03/ZO
t,:XP13HT TYPIST. 10M Selectric. Will do theses,
di.s~cuatJons, paper$, letters, eh:;:, 344-4953 or 3457668, Kt:cp [rying.
03/21
FAMOUS
QUIVIRA
BOOJ(SHOP' and
photography gollery is located 11i block from
Johruon G)'m at Ill Cornell. Hours IJ-6 Mon•Fri,
03/( 9
Special order service.
G'-RL TUTOR TO assist two bighsclloolcrs in
math, my home. Caii299-66Ql.
03119
HAVIl PAPERS, THESIS 10 type In a ~~rry7 Cali
experienced typisl. 26~·0023, c:;heapcst rate. 03/23
TYPING, EDITING, ORGANIZING, manuscriptS,
masu:rli theses, lerm papers, MA English. ComOl/23
polent. 681-9029.
NEW XEROX COPY Center. $ cents copy, ~420
Lomas N.E. Quick <eoUrleous .5ervice.
0~/23
MERRIAM'S TYPING SERVICE. ('all 266-477Q.
Programs, rCp~ms, appraisals, proposals, bulletins.
OJ/23

4. HOUSING
THE CITADEL--SUPERB location ncar UNM &
downtown. Oood 'bus service every 30 minutes. I
bedroom or ernciency. $185·$230 ... AIJ utilities paid.
Deluxe ki!chen Wilh dishwasher & dispOsal,
rccrep.tion room, swlmmlng pool, TV room &
laundry. Adult complex, no pets. JS20 University
NE, 243-2494,

04127

NEI\T FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
spacious 2 bedroom house Vz block from Uydcr

Park. Furnished except ror your room.
$135/month, V2 utilities,SIJS deposit. Call Helen
2l6-7829,
OJ/ I2
BEAUTIFUL ADOBE I BEDROOM apl, Close lo
UNM. $160.00 plus utilities, 265-3012.
03/20
MALE OR FEMALE roommate needed to share
two bedroom, two bath home, S,E, Heights, 10
mlns. from UNM. 883-6870.
Ol/ZI
ROOMMATE WANTED TO s~are J bdr, house. I
mile from UNM. Quiet, Non·smokcr. $13!i plus
utilities. Jon 266·9509,
03/23
ONE BLOCK TO UNM, one bed.room, furnished,
utililles paid, $16!!. No pets or children, 201
Columbia SE. Call 2l$-268S,
OJ/22
ROOMS FOR RENT in super-elea.n e1t-sorority
house on campus. Utilities paid. Parking and
kitchen privileges. St35 to SI2S per month. 256·
9373,
03/30

5.

POSITlON OPEN_:; Fouf' :cm·p!OyCes n~el;lc;d,
EI.BCTRONIC JONITIONS SAVE ga,oliiic.
Hours will vary according jg need.~. Requircm~ots:
for most cars with poims. Free information.
_aependabiJIIy, n~~l appearance, and vali<l New
Qr lilerature 268·5-490. Ele~troniC lgnUion. Sales.
Mexico Slate driver 1s ltct;!JlSe, Applicants mu~t have
03/29
oneor more or the (allowing time block!i open for
S~l TUN!;·UPS, ALPINE X·C. $6.00. Also
Nordica Competition Grand-Prix 9 nanow S6S,OO.
Bob, 268-0370.
OJ/20
1978 VESPA RAL'LY 200 Scooter. 1,600 mileS.
Mus1 -!it:ll! $1,395. Negoliabl~. J~ff Butcher, 247158), ~55·3274.
OJ/2! PI~ANHAS. 2l5-l680.
03/19
VERY GOOD CONO.ITION-Huge sofa-scc!ional,
realistic 7'· yucca tree, wood s:wag lamp, black
leather n;clirwr.897-IS61.
·
03/2.1
1970 PLYMOUTH DUSTER runs exccllenl
$775.00. 266-3S92 after_S:QO weekdays.
OJ/2J
FL.UTBIJ! I've got a Bundy Oul~ in perfect
condition, wi!h brund ,,ew pads, no less. It'll make
l'n el'>ccllcnt studenl Outc or julit a fabulous second
Mid-town
instrument, Call 296•5 119 and a~k for Jcnoy. 03/23
FlUTE ARMSTRONG NEW Coildition. 29th1J!i25,
243-5528
03123
Mo~el~;

FOR SALE

!II'

-------------....::
1968 MERCURY COUOAR·-good condillon--bul
needs some work, Cal1 243·7387 or 266-6475.
ssoo.oo or vw or comparable value.
tr/n
FREE PUPPY··BLACK on while SheptJerd and St.
Bernard cross, female 3mos, old. Also I year old
Terrier mix. White. Female. Free. Call 298.0718
~mer 6:oopm.
tr/n
ECONOMICAL 1970 VW FASTBACK, Good
cOndition, very clean, extras. Ca11268·9512. 03/12
HEXCEL HEXCELERATOR SKIS wilh Loo~
Nevada (N·17rbindings, 180cm. Calf 277·2477.
Ol/12

1 session

2 sessions
2 sessions

ew drop policy
to be examined

Heights
• 266-8211

EMPLOYMENT

.

JOBS M/F! SAILBOATS! Cruise ships! NQ ex-perience. High pn)'. See Carribean, Hawaii, Europe,
Worldl· Summer Cnrcer. Send $3.95 for info. lo
SEA WORLD DZ, Box 60129, Sacto, CA 95860. ·

SUB Sports Stop

0)/26

EXOTIC JODS! LAKE Taboe Call Little exp.
fama~tie alps (pay) $1700·$4000, summer 3~,00(1
people needed in Casinoe~, Restaurants, .Ranches,
Cruiser!i, River Rafts! Send S3.9!i for info. 10
LAKEWORLD DZ Box 60129, Sacto, CA 95860.
03!27
10 INTELLIGENT, IMAGINATIVE, PER·
SUASIVE peop!e needed ror phone project doing
adverlising promotion. Pays SJ-$4 hourly, plus
bonus_, 9am-3pm days or· 4pm-9pnt evenings. Apply
In: person only, ·9am·!ipm: 120 Vnssa~: SE Suite 1-A.
03/23
WORK OVE~SEAS IN the Peace Corps. 277-5907,
OJ/19
SUMMER COUNSELORS. HEIGHTS, Central,
MQunJainside YMCA's. Apply io person ,~efore
April I 3.
03!22
OOOD PERSONA!.ITY17 NEED SS$7 San Diego
firm needs sales represerualive ·{part-time o.k.),
Follow up leads in your p.rea. Responsibilit)' a
mu5t! Very good $$$. Call Bill pcrson-to;person
eolloct. 714-270-7500.
OJ/19
PART-TIME CASHIER & Counter wor~.
Wcekcods & some nights. Apply in person, ask for
Pele. Frontier Resla~,trant 2400 Central SE. 03/21
TEACH OVERSEAS! ALL fields, all levels, For
details, send self-addressed, stamped .envelope to:
Friends of World Teaching, P.O. Box 1049, San
Dfego, CA. 92112
OJ/19
DISCOUNTED CliFT ITEMS and Hou,.hold
Producls. Over 2,000 gift _items catalog-$4.00.
Over ·I SO household products catalog-$2.00. Both
catalogs-$5.00 (Distributors Wanted), Ord~t from:
Joe LUcero's Enterprises, 104~2 4th St. N.W.,
Albuquerque, New MC:o~:ico '87114.
03/19
JUNIOR AND SENIOR Engineering majors.
Qualified individuals can receive $650 a month
during their ~eniur year and earn a position as a
Nuclear Power Engineer. Contact Placemenl Office
for a .per$onal interview Nov. 7·10 with Navy
Nuclear Power Manager.
03/19
TUTORS NEEDED FOR: Chemistry Ill, 212;
Biology 123 (Oencrall, Biology 238 (A lk P),
BiolOgy 239 (Mlcro): Nursing 240 (Pathology);
Pharmacology 276. Call 277·250"~
03/23

PEUGEOTBicycles

IN THE STUDENT UNION BUILDING.

SPEEDO~
-~ ~ ·-~~. r- -..........

.

,J

_··~

A!

I. .

Racing

Swlmsui~. .~~

I~

Sportswear
Wannups
ADULT HEA"VY DUTY
SWIM CAP
GOGGLES

.

r
.I

I

SOLID ~-COLOR LATEX

.Ij

-1.... [

•

• •~oped
3222 Central
268-3949
Expert Repairs

R

E

Introduction and Diagnostic
•
Analytical Reasoning, Venn Diagrams,
,.. Analysis of Explanations•
Math*
Verbal*

Speedo T-shirts

STRINGING

.•

I ii/1/111 ) ,
rnl!

measures
ACROSS
51
French
river
1 Over
52
Enclose
In:
5 - metaboVar.
lism
55 Force
10 Bond
14 God of love 59 Barbecued:
2 words
15 Loosen·
61
Share
16- bfeve:
62 Noun ending
Mus.
63
Feat
17 Bare
64
Disabled
18 Sorted again
Expensive
20 Relative: In· 65
66 Join
formal
67 Otherwise.
22 Nullify
23 Active one DOWN
24 Direction
1 Twinge
25 Plum
2 Russian
28 Changeable
river
32 N, Amef. In· 3 Beverage
dian
4 Courses
33 Earn
5 Oppressed
35.Angers
6 "'Lend36 Nobleman
"
38 Potions
1 Air. village
40 Holy season B Ventilate
41 Walking9 "My Fair
-;Elated
Lady" lyri43 Soft cap
cist
45 Season: Fr.
46 Liberates
10 Woodbine or
48 Frankness
Belmont ani·.
· mal: Slang
50 Danish

UNITED Feature Syndicate
fridey's Puule Solved:

BCMC
11 Kelp
12 All: Sp.
13 Bail
19 Norse god
21 Fate
24 Irrigate
25 Sorrow
26 Expiate
27 Virtuous
28 Clamps
29 Extort
30. Slow: Mus.
31 Oleate
34 Vestmehls
37 Template
former

receives

39 Hider
42 Erect
44Makes
leather
47 Hammer
49 Cuddle
51 Speechify
52 Chilled
53 Not any
54 Andes shrub
55 Bore
56 Russian
river
57 NFL team
58 Sword
60 Males

fund cut

!'

(* enroUment is limited to 10 participanis)
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The Senate Saturday amended
the .original measure, reducing the
increase from 3 to 2 per cent, Later
Saturday, the House concurred
with the; Senate change.
The bill now awaits signature by
Gov. Bruce King.

approved for fall

.~.

(,..__,'--!

dition of employment for most
University positions, he said.

New requirements

""·

(.. '
I ·:.'

pa~ses through

Introduced in the House by Tom
brown, D-EddY··Chavez, the
measure originally called for a 3 per
The measure increases mo~thly
cent increase in monthly retirement
benefits to those who have been benefits,
retired five years or more. It will be
financed by increased monthly
contributions from active ell)ployees.
University Wage Analyst Qeorge
Pucci said the bill affects most
University employees working
under the Education Retirement
Act ERA membership is a con·

Cost: $10.00/session plus tax and refundahllll book deposit a minimum ()f three se~ions, one of.
which must be the introduction and the two remaining of student choice, is required;
·

~.

Brown

In last-minute action Saturday,
,the New Mexico House and Senate
. gave some University retirees an
annual 2 per cent cost-of-living
increase.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

'

Answers may soon be available for students confused about the University's new drop policy,
In aninterview Monday, Faculty Senate President
Janet Roebuck said a Sen.ate subcommittee has
·recommended University administrators meet to
establish "some confonnity" in how the new policy is
administered.
The new policy, adopted last f;dl by the Senate,
allows students up to sill weeks to withdraw from a
course without college or school approvaL The former
deadline was 12 weeks:
''We heard some students were having difficulties
with the new policy," said Roebuck. "So we appointed a Senate subcommittee to look into the
problem.
.
"What we found was the policy itself was all right.
The problem was found to lie in the way the pol icy was
California · Go·vernor Jerry Brown passed through the being administered buy the various college deans.''
Albuquerque International Airport Monday following talks ' The subcommittee report stated administration of
with officials· at the Los. Alamos Scientific Laboratories . the new policy ranged from "pro forma" approval to
"strict" interpretation of exceptions to the policy.

Retirees get boost

SPEEDO®

The dates and times of the sessions will be arranged according to the schedules of
the participants

f

'

RACKE r

.,l

Educational Consulting Services
Call: 298.;6974 (evenings)
881-8379 (evenings) Ina Miller and Jan Randall ·

.

Brown said. he discussed the University of California's'
defense contract with LASL and selection of a new director
of the facility. "

SWIM CAP

BesJ Prices in Town

Qualified personnel will conduct analytical reasoning, math and verbal skills
. building and review ...l6 hrs. of instruction in 8,sessions.

·a sessions

Tuesday, March 20,1979

AlbertA,

6.

GRADUATE
RECORD
EXAMINATION

..

DAILY.

. Best rates
.young drivers •
Compare before you buy.·
Immediate coverage-Monthly payments.·

mn

G

PREPARATIO:N" for April 28th
and June 9th

New Mexico

work: MWf 7 am.)~ noon: T'fh 7 am·J2 noon;
MWF J2 noon·6 pm; TTh 12 noon-6 pm, Apply.
between S am and 4 pm. in the food sefvice office
Morrill 01 277-2811. Ol/20

By MARY ANN HATCHITT
An increase of three hours as
requirements for a degree in
Comparative Literature and a
requirement change in the French
division of the"" Modern and
Classical language department has
been approved, effective next faU,
by Dean Nathaniel Wollman of the
College of Arts and Sciences.

The New Mexico Legislature has
-appropriated half a million dollars
The. revised program in Comfrom the general fund for equipment purchases for the Bernalillo . parative Literature states, "A
minor in ComparatiVe Literature
County Medical Center.
normally consists ()[ comparative
.260 and 1S additi()nal
literature
"The original request was for $3
hours,
of
courses
.in literature, nine
million," Patricia Sussman, BCMC
of
which
gtuSt
be compatative
. public information officer said
literature."
Monday, !'but we will only get
.$5(10,000. ,, .
'
The previous . requireme·nts
stated, "A student must complete
. Because. of.the drastic funding comparative literature 260 ·and an
cut for e~u~p~ent 'pu~c~~s;s. additional 12 .hours of courses in
Sussman sa1d, s?,me. pnonllzlttg . Hteratu.re, six of which must be
and rearrang~ment w11l hav~ to be comparative literature."
done, She sa1d the money Wtll not
be use!! to buy a "single big ticket
The revised program for a French
item" but will be distributed as
major
ill the department of Modern
fairly as possible.
and Classical Languages said,
The· medical center's Capital "Thirty hours in French courses
Equipment Committee will have the •numbere<;l above 290, including
task of deciding which equipment :301, 302, 345, 34<J., 351, 352 and
will have to wait or be abandoned 405. Students who mtend to pursue
Sussman said,
· ' graduate work in French are advised to acquire two years or
. She said reorganizing· equipment equivalent of college work . in
pur<;h.ase priorities will be "a long anothet Romance language, Latin
process" and. said administrators . or (Jerman/'
and all chiefs of service will be
. The previous requirements .in the
consulted as to how best spend the
1977·78,
1978-79 Bulletin made it·
$$00,000 appropriation,.

mandatory that a student have two
years of college work in another
foreign language, or reading
knowledge.

Artful
dodging.

.

-

.

lhe subcommittee's recommendation, mailed
March 12 to University deans and administrators,
stated:
"It would appear that to a great extent the ad·
minist.ation of the policy has more nearly reflected the
personal philosophy of the particular dean than it has
'
the wording of the policy."
The subcommittee recommended "those persons
charged with the responsibility of interpreting and
administering the policy in the various colleges meet
together once· a semester, for at least the next few
semesters , ,' . to reach a consensus on how to interpret
the policy and apply it."
The subcommittee also recommended creation of a
"standard petition form" for requesting exceptions to
the policy.
Students are now allowed to extend the six-week
deadline under conditions of "hardship" and for
circumstances "beyond a student's control." The
University now has no standard form for requesting
such exceptions.

Consultant discusses
oil and gas scarcity
By CHARLES POLING
The growing scarcity of oil and gasoline in the United States was the
topic of an informal lecture Monday by an economic consultant for
Standard Oil Company of Caltfornia.
·
Edward J. 'Cahill, speaking to about a dozen students in Northrop
Hall, said the recent revolution in Iran had caused a "serious Joss" in
oil available to the United States. Before the revolution, Iran
produced· about 11 percent of the non-communists world's oil, he
said. Now it is barely able to meet .its own needs, he said.
Cahill said unless Iran steps up production, the lack of oil available
to the'United States might cause an "economic slowdown" and might
necessitate gas rationing,
The newly discovered reserves in Mexico and the possibility of
exploiting Chinese crude oil would not compensate for the decreased
supply from Iran, he said,
Cahill predicted production of world crude oil would peak out in
about 20 years.
As the supply tightens, nations will be bidding for ()il, he said. "It
becomes a sellers' market. •'
"Sooner or later we are going to run out of oil, and we had better be
prepared for it. We will never be oil self-sufficient, but we can be
energy.self-sufficient.'' he said.

•
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Students passing through the area betWeen Woodward
• Hall and the New Art Sui/ding ·now halle t9 dodge wood
posts instead af moving vehicles. The posts, put up during
spring break; cut down on the number of unauthorized cars
speeding through the area.

